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Have you ever stopped to consider that corporate security is more than the officers who ensure
that you and your colleagues are authorized to enter the premises, or more than the staff that
come to your aid when you are in distress in the workplace?
From security management to anticounterfeiting to information security to antifraud, corporate
security professionals protect all the assets of your company, so that you can do what you do best
– save lives!
This interesting look at an important topic is brought to us by noted security expert Charles
Washington, Director, Fraud Investigation Group, Pfizer. Charles will provide an insight into
corporate security from a perspective that rarely is encountered.
Attendees will see how fraud could affect 10% of all the revenue coming into your company and
will learn why counterfeiting has practically become the crime of the century. You’ll also hear more
on how counterfeit drugs pose a significant risk to public health and safety and find out what the
pharmaceutical industry is doing in the fight over the abuse of prescription drugs in the
marketplace. This will be an interactive workshop where attendees will explore the values of
developing collaborative relationships with corporate security and leverage those relationships to
achieve their own compliance objectives.

Time's running out – have you registered for the Sharing Conference next month?
Get more info here.
Already registered?
Forward this email to a colleague. When three people from the same pharmaceutical, medical
device or biotech company attend, one more may attend for FREE.
Email: mail@sharingalliance.org for details.
Vendors who provide compliance services and solutions to the life sciences industry, there are only a few
spots left in the exhibit hall. Visit the exhibitor section for details on how you may participate, too.

And don’t miss FLEET: THE PAINFUL SUBJECT OF PROGRESSIVE DISCIPLINARY POLICIES
AND ITS EFFECTS ON COMPLIANCE AND HR, a new Speed Session at this year’s conference,
presented by Debbie Tay, Vertical Pharma and Danielle Dowling, Mallinckrodt.
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To ensure that you continue to receive news and communications about the Sharing Conference,
please add mail@sharingalliance.org to your email program's safe sender list.
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